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For courses in Introduction to Law Enforcement. A current and practical look at policing practices from a big-picture
perspective. Law Enforcement in the 21st Century keeps readers up-to-date in this ever-evolving field providing a
synthesis of the latest research literature with practical insights from the field. The important theme of linkage blindness is
a central theme throughout, highlighting the multi-jurisdictional complexities of policing in the United States and abroad.
Linkage blindness is then used as an important pedagogical tool to frame realistic critical-thinking exercises. The Fourth
Edition reflects the many challenges that have faced policing in the recent months and years. New chapter introductions
-- drawn from contemporary issues related to the use of force, community relations, and gun control -- update the text for
the current classroom. New concepts are added to the discussion, including student appreciation for the importance of
police legitimacy. Greater attention is also paid to new technologies being piloted across the United States.
This author team had students in mind when they wrote the book on Criminal Law. Criminal Law: Core Concepts uses
examples and case excerpts that are interesting and informative, along with logically organized, plain-English discussion
of the Model Penal Code. This is the basis for developing a solid understanding of criminal law concepts. One look inside
this book and you ll notice that every page promises unobstructed learning. You ll see an uncluttered page design,
uncluttered coverage, writing uncluttered by legalese, and case excerpts uncluttered by extraneous detail Everything in
this book serves a purpose. Criminal Law: Core Concepts features: A commitment to clarity, reflected in the writing style,
organization, pedagogy, and design Shrewd case editing that hones in on salient themes and principles Engaging and
informative examples throughout the text Plain English discussion of the Model Penal Code Timely coverage of
contemporary topics, such as street crime
The authors are proud sponsors of the 2020 SAGE Keith Roberts Teaching Innovations Award—enabling graduate
students and early career faculty to attend the annual ASA pre-conference teaching and learning workshop. Discover
Sociology: Core Concepts explores sociology as a discipline of curious minds, with the theoretical, conceptual, and
empirical tools needed to understand, analyze, and even change the world. It is adapted from Discover Sociology, Fourth
Edition and offers in-depth coverage of 12 high-priority topics that are at the core of almost all introductory sociology
courses. The Second Edition of Core Concepts maintains its reader-friendly narrative and the hallmark themes of the
parent book, including the unequal distribution of power in society ("Inequality Matters"), the sociological imagination
("Private Lives, Public Issues"), career skills ("What Can I Do With a Sociology Degree?") and civil discourse ("Discover
and Debate"). In response to reader’s requests, this edition features expanded coverage of issues such as
intersectionality, popular culture, and changes in the contemporary population of college students in the U.S. Additionally,
updated social indicators bring in the latest data available from the U.S. Census Bureau, the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, and the Pew Research Center, among others, to ensure that
discussions and figures remain timely. This title is accompanied by a complete teaching and learning package. Contact
your SAGE representative to request a demo. Digital Option / Courseware SAGE Vantage is an intuitive digital platform
that delivers this text’s content and course materials in a learning experience that offers auto-graded assignments and
interactive multimedia tools, all carefully designed to ignite student engagement and drive critical thinking. Built with you
and your students in mind, it offers simple course set-up and enables students to better prepare for class. Learn more.
Assignable Video with Assessment Assignable video (available with SAGE Vantage) is tied to learning objectives and
curated exclusively for this text to bring concepts to life. Watch a sample video now. LMS Cartridge (formerly known as
SAGE Coursepacks): Import this title’s instructor resources into your school’s learning management system (LMS) and
save time. Don’t use an LMS? You can still access all of the same online resources for this title via the passwordprotected Instructor Resource Site. Learn more. SAGE Lecture Spark: Designed to save you time and ignite student
engagement, these free weekly lecture launchers focus on current event topics tied to key concepts in Sociology. Access
this week’s topic.
Thoroughly updated and revised to reflect the most current events and information, Law Enforcement and Justice
Administration: Strategies for the 21st Century, Second Edition, provides a comprehensive examination of the prevailing
criminal justice organizations present in law enforcement, courts, and correctional systems. Using a realistic, field-based
approach that combines theory with application, this text explores the operations, issues, and practices that
administrators within criminal justice face today. This Second Edition blends historic administrative themes and concepts
with contemporary issues and future trends. Throughout the text, the Contextual Themes Model (Organization, Employee
Relations, Open Systems, Social Equity, Client-oriented Service) of criminal justice administration is provided to aid the
readers in connecting the concepts of administration to key terms, theories, and ultimately to the application of the
concepts. Law Enforcement and Justice Administration, Second Edition is organized into three parts. Part I develops key
concepts from the history of administrative practices and organizes them into the five Contextual Themes. Part II applies
these administrative concepts to contemporary criminal justice administration using the Contextual Themes. Part III
explores the application of the key concepts with discussions on the cutting-edge issues that face criminal justice
administrators now and in the future. Every new printed copy is packaged with full student access to the companion
website, which features a variety of enaging and interactive study tools! (eBook version does not include access to the
student companion website. Standalone access can be purchased here
http://www.jblearning.com/catalog/9781449655150/). Key Features: • Now available in paperback! • Revised figures and
tables and updated statistics throughout present the most current trends and data in criminal justice administration. •
Contains new Current Status sections at the conclusion of chapters in Parts II and III summarizing the latest trends
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discussed. • Key terms and concepts listed at the end of each chapter familiarize readers with the language they will
encounter at the administrative level. A compendium listing all terms and concepts is included at the end of the text for
easy reference. • End of chapter review questions and activities encourage further participation and research.
Resources: • Instructor’s Manual • PowerPoint Lecture Outlines • complete Test Bank • Student Companion Website
"A crucial text for whetting the academic appetite of those studying criminology at university. The comprehensive
engagement with key crime and deviance debates and issues make this a perfect springboard for launching into the
complex, diverse and exciting realm of researching criminology." - Dr Ruth Penfold-Mounce, University of York "Essential
reading for those new to the discipline and an invaluable reference point for those well versed in criminology and the
sociology of crime and deviance." - Dr Mark Monaghan, University of Leeds Key Concepts in Crime and Society offers an
authoritative introduction to key issues in the area of crime as it connects to society. By providing critical insight into the
key issues within each concept as well as highlighted cross-references to other key concepts, students will be helped to
grasp a clear understanding of each of the topics covered and how they relate to broader areas of crime and criminality.
The book is divided into three parts: Understanding Crime and Criminality: introduces topics such as the social
construction of crime and deviance, social control, the fear of crime, poverty and exclusion, white collar crime, victims of
crime, race/gender and crime. Types of Crime and Criminality: explores examples including human trafficking, sex work,
drug crime, environmental crime, cyber crime, war crime, terrorism, and interpersonal violence. Responses to Crime:
looks at areas such as crime and the media, policing, moral panics, deterrence, prisons and rehabilitation. The book
provides an up-to-date, critical understanding on a wide range of crime related topics covering the major concepts
students are likely to encounter within the fields of sociology, criminology and across the social sciences.
POLICE CRIME CONTROL STRATEGIES is a practical, realistic, one-of-a-kind book that provides readers with a
balanced assessment of approaches to police crime reduction. Written by an expert in the field of law enforcement, this
book covers the strengths and weaknesses of a variety of approaches including crime-specific, community-oriented,
problem-oriented, hot spot targeting, concentrated patrol deployment, broken windows enforcement, and intelligenceguided. Opening chapters trace the accumulating evidence for the substantial impact upon crime that focused police
efforts can have. Community and problem-oriented programs are reviewed in the context of their employment for crime
reduction. State-of-the-art strategies are organized by three targeting foci: geographic, offense, and offender. The role of
investigative units in proactive crime reduction is critically assessed and Compstat as a framework receives special
attention. Also discussed are crime strategy meetings, and staffing and deployment for crime control. Care is taken to
review both the successes and failures of structured efforts both in suburban environments and major cities so that
readers are provided with an unbiased overview of policing in the real world. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Robert P. Yagelski's WRITING: TEN CORE CONCEPTS is based on ten fundamental lessons -- the core concepts -- that students must
learn to become effective writers. The thorough integration of these core concepts and the space devoted to guiding students through the
main composing assignments distinguishes this book from all other writing guides. The text introduces students to the key rhetorical moves of
three essential aims of writing (analysis, argument, and narrative) and then offers applied assignment chapters that use the ten core concepts
to guide students' thinking and writing. Emphasizing writing as an interaction between a writer and a reader, WRITING: TEN CORE
CONCEPTS offers students a way to participate in the important conversations that shape our lives. The second edition includes 21 new
readings, new strategies for academic reading, a new section on summary-response essays, updated guidance on finding digital resources
and on MLA documentation, and more. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
Core Concepts in Athletic Training and Therapy provides a balanced introduction to the knowledge, skills, and clinical abilities that span the
profession of athletic training. Students in athletic training, coaching, or other health care fields will find current information covering the
breadth of theory and application of athletic training, including evidence-based practice, prevention and health promotion, clinical examination
and diagnosis, acute and emergency care, therapeutic interventions, and health care administration. It also presents advanced topics of
pathophysiology and psychological response to sport injury to better prepare students for continued study. Compared to other introductory
athletic training texts, Core Concepts in Athletic Training and Therapy is the only text that aligns with the newest athletic training education
competencies from the National Athletic Trainers’ Association (2011). Written by a team of respected athletic training educators with
experience at the professional and collegiate levels, the text breaks new ground by condensing key concepts to a comprehensive level while
not overwhelming students with content that will be addressed in depth in advanced courses. Numerous features assist students in learning
the fundamentals: • Each of the six parts opens with a discussion of the competencies that are covered in that part and concludes with a
reference list of those competencies by description and number, making it easy to monitor the knowledge required. • A companion web
resource contains 41 clinical proficiency exercises, carefully chosen to complement the introductory level of the text and align with required
educational objectives. The modules may be completed online or printed, and cross-references at the end of each chapter guide students to
the appropriate modules to apply the chapter content. • Case studies sprinkled throughout the text demonstrate real-world situations and
include critical thinking questions that underscore principles of rehabilitation and exercise. • Full-color photographs depict specific conditions
and techniques, giving students an accurate picture of real practice. • For instructors, a complete set of ancillaries assists in preparing and
presenting lectures, leading class discussion, and planning assignments and assessments. In addition, Core Concepts in Athletic Training
and Therapy is the first text to offer a complete chapter on evidence-based practice, the newest educational competency required of entrylevel athletic trainers by the NATA. The rest of the text introduces general information about life as an athletic trainer, such as training,
education, licensure, certification, employment opportunities, and the roles in a sports medicine team. The core of the text then focuses on
required knowledge and skills related to injury prevention, injury recognition and classification (including region-specific examination
strategies, basic objective tests, physical exam strategies, and injury mechanisms), acute care, therapeutic interventions, and the role of
pharmaceuticals in the healing process. To round out the text, it addresses health care administration and discusses strategies for the
management of athletic training programs. With learning features and a web resource that integrate clinical learning into an introductory
course, Core Concepts in Athletic Training and Therapy is the essential resource for current and future athletic trainers. Long after its first
use, it will prove a valuable reference for athletic training students as they progress through the curriculum, prepare for certificiation, and
begin careers in the profession. Core Concepts in Athletic Training and Therapy is part of Human Kinetics' Athletic Training Education Series.
Featuring the work of respected authorities in athletic training, this collection of outstanding textbooks, each with its own supporting
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instructional resources, parallels and expounds on the content areas in the accreditation standards of the NATA Education Council.
Effective police organizations are run with sound leadership and management strategies that take into account the myriad of challenges that
confront today’s law enforcement professionals. Principles of Leadership and Management in Law Enforcement is a comprehensive and
accessible textbook exploring critical issues of leadership within police agencies. Every chapter includes key concepts, definitions, chapter
objectives, and review questions. Organized in logical fashion, each new chapter builds on previous material for quick assimilation. Topics
include: The evolution of the modern police department Leadership approaches and management theories Organizational structure of a
police department Strategic short- and long-term planning Business approaches, including Six Sigma and COMPSTAT New technology such
as computer-aided dispatch, vehicle monitoring, and crime mapping Managing police stress and the work environment Recruitment and
training Legislative issues impacting police, including Title VII Policing in an era of advanced homeland security Ethical issues Suitable for a
one-semester course, the book’s easy reading style minimizes the need for memorization and reinforces salient points through boxed
highlighted areas. Written by three renowned criminal justice experts, this volume encourages readers to think expansively and develop new
insights into the future direction of police leadership and management.
This Open Access Book is the first to examine disasters from a multidisciplinary perspective. Justification of actions in the face of disasters
requires recourse both to conceptual analysis and ethical traditions. Part 1 of the book contains chapters on how disasters are conceptualized
in different academic disciplines relevant to disasters. Part 2 has chapters on how ethical issues that arise in relation to disasters can be
addressed from a number of fundamental normative approaches in moral and political philosophy. This book sets the stage for more focused
normative debates given that no one book can be completely comprehensive. Providing analysis of core concepts, and with real-world
relevance, this book should be of interest to disaster scholars and researchers, those working in ethics and political philosophy, as well as
policy makers, humanitarian actors and intergovernmental organizations..
This book explores the implications of globalisation for the theoretical study of law, justice, and human rights.
The only A-Z guide available on this subject, this book provides a wide-ranging and up-to-date overview of the fast-changing and increasingly
important world of cyberculture. Its clear and accessible entries cover aspects ranging from the technical to the theoretical, and from movies
to the everyday, including: artificial intelligence cyberfeminism cyberpunk electronic government games HTML Java netiquette piracy. Fully
cross-referenced and with suggestions for further reading, this comprehensive guide is an essential resource for anyone interested in this
fascinating area.
Basic Concepts in Criminology is an introduction to criminology. It is intended to serve as resource material for prospective students of
criminology and particularly for law enforcement officers in training and in the field. Criminology as a social science discipline is structured
from a combination of concepts of sociology, psychology, and lawall relevant subjects to the law enforcement profession. Remarkably,
criminology is not very popular as a stand-alone subject among disciplines of choice for undergraduate students or even for those going in for
graduate studies. Instead, what we notice in most universities curricula are related disciplines, like criminal justice, criminal investigation,
crime scene investigation, forensic, law enforcement, and so forth. Material contained in this book will be particularly useful to law
enforcement officers; the Police, Corrections, and Security officers. In this book, I have attempted to approach and make this subject much
easier and interesting to prospective students of Criminology in general and to law enforcement officers in particular, to whom knowledge of
this subject is an important professional asset. I hope it will stir and arouse their interest and that of prospective students of Criminology in
general.

This comprehensive explanation of the major concepts and theories involved in criminology and the criminal justice
system offers not only a solid introduction to the subject, but is also a useful reference and revision aid. Organised
alphabetically for ease of use, it focuses on the socio-scientific and legal perspectives of the disciplines.
Women, Gender, and Crime: Core Concepts provides you with a complete and concise view into the intersection of
gender and the criminal justice system. Author Stacy L. Mallicoat explores core topics on women as victims, offenders,
and criminal justice professionals as they interact with various areas of the criminal justice system. She investigates
relevant subjects that are not found in many traditional texts, including women who work as victim advocates and
international issues of crime and justice relating to gender. Key Features: This text discusses women and victimization
prior to covering women as offenders, because victimization is often a precursor to offending. Case Studies present
compelling examples that connect concepts to real-life occurrences to reinforce learning and cover key issues, such as,
sexual victimization in the military, stalking on college campuses, financial challenges for incarcerated women, pregnancy
and policing, and self-care for victim advocates. Coverage of critical topics introduce you to important issues such as
gender representation in criminal justice academia, multiple marginalities and LGBT populations, cyberstalking, labor
trafficking, and challenges faced by women as criminal justice practitioners. Statistics, graphs, and tables demonstrate
the most recent trends in the field to give students an accurate picture of the criminal justice system today.
Traumatic or adverse experiences are pervasive among school-aged children and youth. Trauma undermines students'
ability to learn and manage their feelings, behavior, and relationships. Meanwhile, school-based professionals often
struggle with responding to the complex needs of traumatized students within the typical school day. The second edition
of Supporting and Educating Traumatized Students is designed for professionals in mental health and education settings,
and combines content and expertise from experts in the fields of education, school psychology, school administration,
resilience, and trauma into one comprehensive guide. The book provides a thorough background on current research in
trauma and its impact on school functioning; administrative and policy considerations; and a broad set of practical and
implementable strategies for adapting instruction, modifying the classroom environments, and building competency for
students and staff. New chapters address topics such as post-traumatic growth, interpersonal violence, and trauma
screening and assessment among others. Educators can continue to use this updated edition as an ongoing resource,
with the ability to quickly and easily access a variety of school-based strategies to help improve educational and social
outcomes for traumatized students.
A comparative and collaborative study of the foundational principles and concepts that underpin different domestic
systems of criminal law.
Master the fundamentals that are critical to becoming an effective writer with Yagelski's THE ESSENTIALS OF
WRITING: TEN CORE CONCEPTS, 3E. This short, flexible writing guide presents the core concepts behind becoming a
more sophisticated writer and gives you opportunity to practice these concepts in action in Chapters 2 through 4. Full
chapters devoted to analytic and argumentative writing provide practical insights with new annotated professional
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readings on current, interesting subjects. You strengthen your academic writing style as you learn how to synthesize
ideas, design professional documents, conduct research and work with today's digital sources. Updates reflect the latest
MLA guidelines and guide you in developing powerful critical reading skills as you learn to evaluate both academic and
popular texts. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
An insight into a popular yet complex genre that has developed over the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The volume
explores the contemporary anxieties to which crime fiction responds, along with society's changing conceptions of crime
and criminality. The book covers texts, contexts and criticism in an accessible and user-friendly format.
An essential guide to the basic concepts that comprise the study of sociology with contributions from an international
range of leading experts Core Concepts in Sociology is a comprehensive guide to the essential concepts relevant to the
current study of the discipline and wider social science. The contributing authors cover a wide range of concepts that
remain at the heart of sociology including those from its academic founding and others much more recent in their
development. The text contains contributions from an international panel of leading figures in the field, utilizing their
expertise on core concepts and presenting an accessible introduction for students. Drawing on the widest range of ideas,
research, current literature and expert assessment, Core Concepts in Sociology contains over 90 concepts that represent
the discipline. Coverage includes concepts ranging from aging to capitalism, democracy to economic sociology,
epistemology to everyday life, media to risk, stigma and much more. This vital resource: Sets out the concepts that
underpin the study of sociology and wider social science Contains contributions from an international panel of leading
figures in the field Includes a comprehensive review of the basic concepts that comprise the foundation and essential
development of the discipline Designed as a concise and accessible resource Written for students, researchers and
wider professionals with an interest in the field of sociology, Core Concepts in Sociology offers a concise, affordable and
accessible resource for studying the underpinnings of sociology and social science.
A Washington Post bestseller While the world has made encouraging strides in the fight against global poverty, the
hidden plague of everyday violence silently undermines our best efforts to help the poor. Common violence like rape,
forced labor, illegal detention, land theft, and police abuse has become routine and relentless. And like a horde of locusts
devouring everything in its path, the unchecked plague of violence ruins lives, blocks the road out of poverty, and
undercuts development. How has this plague of violence grown so ferocious? In one of the most remarkable social
disasters of the last half century, basic public justice systems in the developing world have descended into a state of utter
collapse, and there's nothing shielding the poor from violent people. Gary A. Haugen and Victor Boutros offer a searing
account of how we got here and what it will take to end the plague. The Locust Effect is a gripping journey into the streets
and slums where fear is a daily reality for billions of the world's poorest, where safety is secured only for those with
money, and where much of our well-intended aid is lost in the daily chaos of violence. While their call to action is urgent,
Haugen and Boutros provide hope, a real solution and an ambitious way forward. The Locust Effect will forever change
the way we understand global poverty, and will help secure a safe path to prosperity for the global poor in the 21st
century.
This comprehensive and practical book covers law enforcement and the criminal justice system as a whole (including
courts, corrections, and juvenile justice) in one easy-to-understand volume. You'll find a realistic and relevant boots on
the street perspective, real world examples in every chapter, and up-to-date information on a wide range of today's
hottest topics, the Towards Zero Death (TZD) traffic-safety initiative, rapid DNA profiling, CompStat Plus, warrantless
searches of vehicles, hacktivism, iPads/tablets and geolocation pingingcommunication devices in the field. joint terrorism
task forces (JTTFs), and more. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
Complementing the student's primary reading, Key Concepts in Sociology presents a comprehensive glossary of the key
terms, concepts and figures that dominate the sociological landscape. Organized alphabetically and cross-referenced for
ease of use and accessibility, the book also provides suggestions for further reading to consolidate learning.
"A sprightly, critical and intelligent guided tour around the mansion of media and communications/cultural research...
enormously useful for students and researchers." - James Curran, Goldsmiths, University of London "A highly
comprehensive guide to core concepts in media theory and criticism." - Andrew Goodwin, University of San Francisco "A
great resource for new under-grads and something I urge my students to buy and use as a hand first 'port of call'
throughout their studies." - Paul Smith, De Montfort University This book covers the key concepts central to
understanding recent developments in media and communications studies. Wide-ranging in scope and accessible in style
it sets out a useful, clear map of the important theories, methods and debates. The entries critically explore the limits of a
key concept as much as the traditions that define it. They include clear definitions, are introduced within the wider context
of the field and each one: is fully cross-referenced is appropriately illustrated with examples, tables and diagrams
provides a guide to further reading. This book is an essential resource for students of media and communications across
sociology, cultural studies, creative industries and of course, media and communications courses.
This trusted book provides a focused, practical introduction to the key principles and practices guiding the operations of
modern police departments. While maintaining its proven instructional approach and strong focus on community- and
problem-oriented policing, the sixth edition of POLICE OPERATIONS: THEORY AND PRACTICE reflects the latest
trends and research shaping the day-to-day operations of progressive police departments. A new Perspectives from a
First-Line Supervisor feature shares practical, applied information. Highlights include new and revised information on
evolving technology, the police officer hiring process, how police use websites and social media to communicate with the
public, patrol techniques, cultural diversity, cell phone use and laws, hazardous materials response, federal emergency
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response agencies, and cyberterrorism. The authors complement this wealth of information with an appealing writing
style, numerous photos and illustrations, and real-life examples to engage your interest, enhance learning, and
demonstrate the professional relevance of chapter material. Now better than ever, this convenient book is an ideal
resource for law enforcement students and professionals who want an accessible, up-to-date guide to essential principles
and current trends and practices in police operations. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Knowing how an accounting information systems gather and transform data into useful decision-making information is
fundamental knowledge for accounting professionals. Mark Simkin, Jacob Rose, and Carolyn S. Norman's essential text,
Core Concepts of Accounting Information Systems, 13th Edition helps students understand basic AIS concepts and
provides instructors the flexibility to support how they want to teach the course.
The Handbook of Information Security is a definitive 3-volume handbook that offers coverage of both established and
cutting-edge theories and developments on information and computer security. The text contains 180 articles from over
200 leading experts, providing the benchmark resource for information security, network security, information privacy,
and information warfare.
Basic Concepts in Criminology is an introduction to criminology. It is intended to serve as resource material for
prospective students of criminology and particularly for law enforcement officers in training and in the field. Criminology
as a social science discipline is structured from a combination of concepts of sociology, psychology, and law--all relevant
subjects to the law enforcement profession. Remarkably, criminology is not very popular as a stand-alone subject among
disciplines of choice for undergraduate students or even for those going in for graduate studies. Instead, what we notice
in most universities' curricula are related disciplines, like criminal justice, criminal investigation, crime scene investigation,
forensic, law enforcement, and so forth. Material contained in this book will be particularly useful to law enforcement
officers; the Police, Corrections, and Security officers. In this book, I have attempted to approach and make this subject
much easier and interesting to prospective students of Criminology in general and to law enforcement officers in
particular, to whom knowledge of this subject is an important professional asset. I hope it will stir and arouse their interest
and that of prospective students of Criminology in general.
This book offers a comprehensive investigation of privacy in the modern world. It collects 16 papers that look at this
essential topic from many facets, from the personal to the technological, from the philosophical to the legal. The
contributors examine such issues as the value of privacy protection, the violation of spreading personal falsehoods, the
digital rights of children, an individual's right to be forgotten from internet search engines, and more. The organization of
the volume helps provide a nuanced understanding of this often controversial topic. Coverage starts with key concepts
before moving on to explore personal information privacy and the impact of new technologies. Next, the papers consider
privacy in different contexts. These include work, sex, family, crime, and religion. This structure enables greater
engagement with the difficult questions about privacy. Readers will gain deep insight into the core concepts of privacy as
well as its application to everyday life. This interdisciplinary volume brings together an international team of scholars.
They provide a broad combination of expertise in law, philosophy, and political science. Overall, this thought-provoking
examination will appeal to interested readers in both academia and practice.
Core Concepts of Law Enforcement Management combines the most important sections from police administration and
managing police organization texts.
The last decade has witnessed a particularly intensive debate over methodological issues in legal theory. The publication
of Julie Dickson's Evaluation and Legal Theory (2001) was significant, as were collective returns to H.L.A. Hart's
'Postscript' to The Concept of Law. While influential articles have been written in disparate journals, no single collection of
the most important papers exists. This volume - the first in a three volume series - aims not only to fill that gap but also
propose a systematic agenda for future work. The editors have selected articles written by leading legal theorists,
including, among others, Leslie Green, Brian Leiter, Joseph Raz, Ronald Dworkin, and William Twining, and organized
under four broad categories: 1) problems and purposes of legal theory; 2) the role of epistemology and semantics in
theorising about the nature of law; 3) the relation between morality and legal theory; and 4) the scope of phenomena a
general jurisprudence ought to address.
An introductory guide to the philosophy of law, part of Continuum's series of modular texts, offering complete coverage of
the undergraduate philosophy curriculum
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